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Chapter 12 

 

The billboard in hand is also written with fluorescent pen "Gu Chen" two big characters!  

 

Zhao Tong heart Cu Cu eyebrow, Gu Chen? She has always had a good memory, so she soon 

remembered what was discussed in the office two hours ago - Gu Chen, the second male god in the 

whole Jiangbin City, next only to Jin Zhengting?  

 

Could it be him?  

 

Some curious, Zhao Tong Xin to the direction of the crowd to see a few more eyes, but it's a pity that she 

can't see the man's face, can only see his straight legs are walking down the steps step by step.  

 

"Miss Zhao, our general manager said, just put down the document, she will send someone to pick it 

up!" Put down the phone, the front desk Miss suddenly said.  

 

Zhao Tong heart suddenly back to God, looking at each other's kind smile, nodded, formula said, "OK, 

thank you!"  

 

The documents were also submitted. With a sigh of relief, Zhao Tongxin turned to the exit.  

 

But she did not notice at all, at the moment of her turning, the two lines of sight coming directly from 

the stairway.  

 

Gu Chen stops on a certain step in consternation, and stares at the thin figure. Although the woman 

turned quickly just now, the delicate and small side face still hasn't escaped his eyes. Is it Zhao Tong's 

heart?  

 

He was not sure, but his hands in his trouser pocket suddenly came out and said, "wait for me here!"  

 

Anyway, he had to make sure.  

 

An LAN is surprised, "Chen!"  

 

Words haven't finished, in front of a gust of wind blows, Gu Chen has quickly stepped out of the leg 

down the steps.  

 

"Come on, follow Gu Yingdi!"  

 

As soon as Gu Chen left, the media reporters swarmed down and ran downstairs one by one.  

 

"Ah Chen! Where are you going? " Anlan anxious decibels are high, turned to scold the bodyguards 



around, "are still Leng do what? Don't you catch up with him  

 

He followed Gu Chen for several years and watched Gu Chen step by step ascend to the throne of king 

of film. Now is the time when Gu Chen's career is booming. Don't let anything happen!  

 

……  

 

Zhao Tongxin stood on the steps outside the Huanyu building, watching the big raindrops falling on the 

sidewalk. The white rain and fog blocked her sight, and she couldn't even see the situation on the road 

clearly.  

 

She didn't bring an umbrella. Judging from the situation, she couldn't go back for a while.  

 

Zhao Tongxin takes out her mobile phone. It's three o'clock in the afternoon. It will take her an hour or 

two to get back to Jin's, and it's just five o'clock to get off work. But if the company wants to punch in, 

it's too late for her!  

 

Just when Zhao Tong hesitates, the mobile phone in his hand suddenly rings!  

 

Just answered -  

 

"Zhao Tongxin, where did you put the quotation on Wednesday?"?? The president is in a hurry. Please 

come back to me quickly! " A woman's shrill rage came from her mobile phone.  

 

For a moment, she couldn't recognize whose voice it was, only noticed the word "President".  

 

"Jin Zhengting is back?" Zhao Tong asked subconsciously.  

 

"Zhao Tong, are you going to die?? Is Mr. Jin's name what you can call? What are you doing? Come back 

to me as soon as possible. If you can't find out the quotation after work, the loss of the company will be 

borne by you! " The woman hung up after saying that.  

 

Put down the phone, Zhao Tong heart simply bite teeth, suddenly rushed out of the universal building, 

intend to bear the rain hit on the body to block the car back to the company!  

 

I don't know if she is too unlucky. There isn't a taxi on the road. After all, she saw an 80 bus standing by. 

She ran to it.  

 

But it was at this time that I tripped and fell to the ground.  

 

Zhao Tong heart instinctively low exhaled sound, ready to meet the pain.  

 

"Be careful!"  

 



At the critical moment, her waist was firmly held, with a whirl, she ran into a warm but strange 

embrace!  

 

The frightened squint opens an eye, Zhao Tong Xin's field of vision slowly becomes clear.  

 

In the whirling rain drops, she saw the man who held her in time and didn't let her fall. He was wearing a 

casual suit, his shoulders were covered with rain drops, his facial features were angular, his nose was 

high, and he was handsome and temperament.  

 

What's more important is that this handsome face is familiar with Zhao Tongxin, but at the same time, 

there is a surprise in his deep and narrow peach blossom eyes.  

 

"You You are... " She stares at the pretty face close at hand, shocked, and her heart is filled with a kind 

of light sadness.  

 

"I thought I recognized the wrong person, but I didn't think it was you! Zhao, Tong, Xin. "  

 

The last three words are loud!  

 

"I..." Thinking about how to open his mouth, Zhao Tongxin's right corner of his eye leaped and looked far 

away, and saw a large number of media reporters and fans stepping on the rain.  

 

"Come on! Shoot it! Major news ah, the male god saves the unknown drowning woman in rainy night! 

Eyes sparkle love  

 

“……！！！”  

 

Agent Anlan can't hold such a scene any more. He was splashed with mud by a large group of people. He 

almost collapsed. He grabbed the black umbrella from the bodyguard's hand and angrily scolded the 

bodyguard, "call the security! Hurry up"Gu Chen?" Zhao Tong Xin's eyes flickered and fell on the man in 

front of him indefinitely.  

 


